Get Ready for
Next-Generation
Customer Information
Systems

The customer information system (CIS) underpins every
utility’s relationship with its clients. Implemented correctly, the
right system delivers an accurate view into essential customer

The potential exists
for CIS to become
an operational
enabler and a market
differentiator.

data—including metering and billing, credit, payment, and
collections. It delivers the kind of accurate transactional
information that utilities can use to make informed operational
and customer service improvements.
However, most legacy CIS platforms fall short of today’s
business realities. Utilities face increasing costs and
regulatory pressures around rates and smart metering. Now
more than ever, the potential exists for CIS to become an
operational enabler and a market differentiator.
Kaihen helps utilities use their CIS platform to meet the
challenges—and capitalize on the opportunities—of today’s
market. Our CIS assessment, selection and implementation
services are part of a portfolio of services focused on helping
utilities and energy retailers prepare for the kind of change
that delivers improved customer service and value to all of
their stakeholders.
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Our CIS Approach

Kaihen delivers a complete approach to helping utilities and energy retailers
assess, select and implement a powerful CIS solution. We recommend
starting with an assessment project.
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CIS Selection

Kaihen’s integrated approach to selecting a CIS is made up of a series of
activities focusing on developing an effective RFP, evaluating the responses
and selecting the best vendor available.
Develop RFP

Evaluation

Selection

Confirm Objectives,
Scope and Timing

Receive and Respond
to RFP Questions

Recommend Vendor
for Executive Approval

Create Project Plan
For Evaluation and Selection

Create Evaluation Scorecard

Select Vendor

Develop to be Business
Processes and Requirements

Receive RFP Responses

Contract Negotiation

Write RFP

Evaluate Proposals
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Debrief to Losing Vendors

Confirm Vendor Participants

Recommend Short-List of Vendors
and Communicate to Them

Initial Project Planning

Release RFP

Develop “Orals”
Question/Approach

Update Business Case
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CIS Assessment

Evaluate Orals and
Complete Scorecard

Our CIS assessment analyzes both the efficiency of existing processes and
the performance of your current system, benchmarking both against the
performance gains that can come from a host of improvements. Think of it
as a CIS health check. Various options will be assessed, including: replace
system, outsource system, joint venture with another Utility or group, upgrade
current system, retain current system as-is, revamp/transform business
processes, outsource business processes, retain business processes as-is,
or a combination; basically the 3 R’s – Retain/Revitalize/Replace.
Kaihen’s consulting teams assess a range of CIS change drivers:
Aging systems

Retiring Workforce

Vendor support concerns

Focus on Customer Service/ Self
Service

Smart Metering
FIT program
Growth, Mergers & Acquisitions
Regulatory changes
Enable new business
opportunities
Water billing
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Pressures to reduce costs &
increase efficiency
Smart Grid initiatives
Support Operational Excellence
targets

CIS Implementation

If the decision is made to implement a new system or optimize an existing
one, our consultants bring the following competencies to every CIS
engagement:
Deep understanding of regulatory
and market rules
Strong CIS experience, for both
large and intermediate utilities
Leadership in Smart Metering
and Time-Of-Use (TOU)
programs
In-depth knowledge of utility
operations and systems,
including meter-to-cash
A repository of standard Meterto-Cash business processes and
system requirements
An unswerving focus on
professionalism, discipline and
high quality deliverables

Extensive Business Readiness
services for CIS projects,
including:
project management,
business requirement
definition,
business process design,
solution testing,
user training,
conversion,
change management, and
transition planning
Knowledge of all leading CIS
vendors and products in the
marketplace—but a commitment
to providing independent advice
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We ensure that a holistic approach is taken to the CIS implementation,
readying all of the meter-to-cash people, processes and systems impacted:

Retailer

Finance

• Retail Settlement
• Rates & Pricing

• General Ledger
• Accounts Recievable
• Wholesale Settlements

ERP

Operations

• New Connect
• Meter Exchange
• Disconnect/Reconnect
• Outage Management
• Service Removal
• Emergency Service

Workforce
Management

Meter
Reading
Metering

Our CIS assessment
analyzes the 3 R’s
– Retain/Revitalize/
Replace.

Retailer
Transactions

CIS

Payment
Interfaces

• VEE
• Usage
• Synchronisation
• Meter Data

Credit & Collections

• Late Payment
• Collection Activity
• Disconnect for Non-Pay
• Pay Arrangements
• Write-Off

Web
Presentment

Bill
Print

Customer

• Residential
• Commercial
• Industrial

Call Centre
Technology
Customer Service
• New Account
• Account change
• Customer Inquiry
• Move In/Out

Billing

• On/Off Cycle
• Residential/Commercial/Industrial
• Payment Processing
• Exception Handling
• Adjustments
• Final Bill

CIS Credentials

Kaihen has deep CIS credentials, working with many electric, gas and water
utilities across a varied list of CIS system vendors:
Enersource – Revenue
PowerStream – CIS selection and
assurance, business process
implementation, TOU Readiness
design for meter-to-cash, TOU
Hydro Ottawa – CIS
readiness
implementation
Liberty Utilities – Bill Print
selection; Business Process
design for meter-to-cash;
CIS User Training material
development; Billing Lead during
go-live and transition

EnWin – CIS assessment and
implementation (QA)

Union Gas – CIS market study
Veridian, Guelph Hydro,
Burlington Hydro & Waterloo
North Hydro – TOU readiness

CIS Vendor Experience:
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Oracle CC&B

SunGard HTE

Peace Software

Harris NorthStar

SAP CCS

Banner

Harris Cogsdale

Daffron
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Why Kaihen?

Kaihen brings a combination of specialized skills and industry experience
that matches that of full-service system integrators.

A commitment to the energy sector

A powerful
combination of
specialized skills
and industry
experience.

We have a passion for the energy industry that permeates every one of our
engagements. Our consultants have worked with some of North America’s
leading electricity and gas utilities and retailers, as well as regulatory bodies
in multiple jurisdictions.

A focus on utility operations

Kaihen delivers expertise to utility clients’ operational processes in the
areas of metering, call centre, billing, remittance, credit, collections, retailer
management, financials and service orders.

Vendor agnostic

We do not resell vendor solutions, nor do we have formal alliances with
product vendors. The recommendations we make are based entirely on our
assessment of what will deliver the best results to your organization.

A commitment to delivering exceptional value

Our lean business model enables us to deliver cost-effective, high quality
consulting services on every engagement. Our rates are competitive, and
our commitment to client success is paramount.

Count on us for reliability

We are committed to delivering every project on time and within budget.
Our clients frequently extend their relationship with us based upon the
return on investment we’ve delivered.

Bringing you the best

Kaihen’s methodologies are customized to each client. Every engagement is
based on a best practice approach, complemented by lessons learned and
the latest insight into market dynamics.
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About Kaihen

Kaihen helps electric, gas and water utilities prepare for the kinds of
fundamental business changes that improve operations and customer service.
Our name is a word meaning change, or innovation, or transformation.
It embodies everything we do for our clients.

Our core
competency
is business
readiness.

Our core competency is business readiness—ensuring that our clients’
people, processes and systems are well-prepared to adopt the change
we help to implement. And we do so by managing projects, designing
and improving business processes, training users, solution testing, and
implementing powerful change management initiatives.
Kaihen’s offerings revolve around three key areas of our clients’ businesses:
Smart Grid Strategy & Implementation; Customer Operations & Systems;
and Acquisition & Consolidation.

Contacts:

Jonathan Minsky, Managing Director
+1-416-785-1748
jminsky@kaihen.ca

Pat Leahey, Director of Business Development
+1-416-710-4551
pleahey@kaihen.ca

Pat Bright, Director, Western Canada
+1-780-245-6475
pbright@kaihen.ca
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www.kaihen.ca

